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Grace Haden Licenced Private Investigator, Former Police prosecuting sergeant, Member of the 

Certified Fraud Examiners Association. Whistle-blower.  Anti- Corruption campaigner.  

Corruption = Monopoly+ Discretion – Accountability 

Many years ago councils adopted a business model for their operation so let’s pretend Instead of being 

councillors you are directors of your own company  

You have engaged a CEO who is in charge of hiring the staff, one such staff member is a solicitor to advise 

him and ensure that the company’s affairs comply with the law. The CEO reports to you, he may have 

delegated authority but this is specific and limited. Below him are the various heads of departments and 

below them the staff they manage.  

Let’s pretend   that the manager of a department   has signed a contract   with a person to provide 

services which are not part of your company’s core business to a third party let’s call it AWINZ. He has 

never had consent from the directors or the CEO. There is no recorded delegation of consent  which 

allows this manager to  sign any  agreement  let alone one  which provides for  your employees  to 

volunteer  40%  of their working  hours to prioritise work  for  AWINZ  while  using your vehicles, plant 

and resources  ..…….In return your company gets nothing but AWINZ derives an income which is banked 

into a bank account administered solely by the only representative for AWINZ.      

Your Manger resigns and the sole representative for AWINZ applies for the manager’s job  in the 

application  he makes a claim  that he  is transparent in communication but does  not mention his sole 

involvement  with AWINZ  and that he has  a gross conflict of interest having  signed the MOU. The city 

was never linked to AWINZ the agreement was with the division only. He names a very senior director (at 

the time) as referee. 

The AWINZ sole representative gets the manager’s job and sets about re branding your companies 

division.  He simultaneously re brands AWINZ, and creates a Logo which is near identical to the logo he 

designed for your division. The new branding is applied to your buildings, gates and vehicles and in so 

doing misleads the public, government officials and staff alike into thinking that your companies division 

and AWINZ are one and the same. Coincidentally - All documents relating to this rebranding are lost.   

One day  a staff member asks the question   “who or what is AWINZ”   the private investigator  who 

checks this out  finds that there is no organisation registered with this name  and  that AWINZ is basically 

a trading name for sole representative of  AWINZ who is also  the new  manager  .  

As a director of this company would you feel comfortable with this situation what action would you 

take?  Would you shoot the messenger?  Would you ignore it and hope it would go away, I bet if it was 

your money involved you would take action. 

But it was only rate payer funds and nothing that a hike in the rates would not fix and so this was allowed 

to continue until Waitakere city Council amalgamated into Auckland Council.  

This is a complex matter; it is the perfect public fraud and extends well beyond what happened in council. 

It is political, messy and I believe that it by no means unique.  No one in their right mind could make this 

up   and what is more I have a truckload of documents from both council and MAF, it has been 

meticulously collated and is a record of council corruption. But no one wants to look at it we appear to 

have the lets ignore it and it will go away attitude, perhaps we are afraid to acknowledge corruption.  
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Corruption like Cancer can be ignored   but if you do it, will more than likely, kill you and if council was a 

business it would be dead by now. Council is saved by one thing Rate payers who are contributing ever 

increasing sums into the public coffers. My rates have gone up 800% over the years while my income has 

reduced. Like Cancer, Corruption is best dealt with in the early stages but prevention is the best option. 

I  brought the two documents  ,the MOU and the job application  attached,   to the attention of  counsel 

for  council, Wendy Brandon , she could not  see the  red flags of fraud  , instead  she reacted by  blocking 

my communication with the  duly elected members  and  since then  has  had a part to play in the 

distribution of a defamatory emails about me  which I believe sought to  discredit me.  Despite repeated 

requests under urgency provisions of the privacy act these documents have not been officially released to 

me and I am not in a position to address them today. I hope that you can make them available to me and 

arrange for a meeting with your privacy officer.  

The cost of questioning the AWINZ corruption has been extremely high; my reputation has been attacked 

unjustly by council employees who don’t even know me. Attack has always been a form of defence and 

when you cannot attack the issue the person is attacked this is Bullying 101. 

Counsel for council both past and present, have obstructed my LGOIMA requests. I should never have had 

to resort to LGOIMA requests; council should have initiated their own internal investigation into AWINZ. 

Had the council investigated when I first asked the question as to how and why a manager was 

contracting to himself, I would have been spared 7 years of shear Hell and the associated costs. 

I am not asking you  to  judge me , I  am asking  for someone to  sit  down with me and look at  the 

evidence  which I have collated. Evidence which proves that corruption is concealed by council staff which 

means that they either do not know what corruption is or that they condone corruption,  but  either way  

it  will also mean there is a lot more, an investigation of this matter will  help  you know  what to look for.   

I am painfully aware that this is political and it bellies the fact that New Zealand is the least corrupt 

country. Any one hearing my story will be certain to remain silent questioning corruption In New Zealand 

is certainly not worth it. By remaining silent we maintain our status as least corrupt, it’s like under arm 

bowling or cheating at rugby.  

No normal business would stand by and allow their staff to run a private enterprise using the company 

resources, or allow a staff member to block emails to management.  As councillors of Auckland council, 

you are our representatives, you call the shots and you are in charge. If the majority of you condone 

corruption then I would hope that the minority will speak up, if not now then at election time. 

If council was run by the councillors who embraced  the  ethical values  that oppose corruption  they 

would  be wishing to meet with me  to ensure that   the lessons learnt from this very well documented  

corrupt practice  was implemented  and there by  protect Auckland  council  from  fraud.   

You cannot have a little bit of corruption; it is the same as having a little bit of cancer. Corruption like 

cancer can be controlled but this does not occur until you acknowledge that you have it and to do that 

you have to know what it looks like, you won’t know what it looks like if you won’t look. Likewise the only 

way to deal with corruption is to expose it, to that end I feel that I have at last officially brought this to 

your attention. I can do no more than leave it in your hands ..  This will probably appear on your minutes 

as Mrs Haden spoke about corruption she was thanked for her presentation.   Will you then continue on 

to ignore this festering cancer or will you take me seriously and make a stand against corruption in 

council?     Thank you        Please refer to http://www.transparency.net.nz/ for copies of relevant emails. 

http://www.transparency.net.nz/


 
The agreement between  fictional Animal welfare institute of New zealand  represented by Neil Wells   with  Tom Didovich  signing on behalf of the dog and stock control 

division of council  for the use of  council facilities , staff  , plant  and  resources . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Job application Of Neil Wells  for the position formerly  that of Tom Didovich  , By  being given  this  position he  became  both parties to the  MOU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

taken from a monochrome document  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

The re branding of the concourse and Waitakere dog control  




